Are you being Hypnotised into being Ill?
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At the moment very many people, on the edge of everyone, is being hypnotised into thinking of themselves suffering health problems

By GPs, Psychologists, Psychiatrists etc. telling people ‘You Suffer whatever’ ‘You Have whatever’ People are Being Made to Constantly Think ‘I Suffer’/’I Have’ Epilepsy/Diabetes/Mentally/whatever

Where-as

If instead of just say ‘you suffer whatever’ ‘you have whatever’ GPs, Psychologists. Psychiatrists etc. said:

‘You have a Health Problem Called: whatever’.

People are Just Being Made to Constantly Think ‘I Suffer a Health Problem Called?’

What was it again no not diabetes ‘epilepsy, or I have a health problem called? What was it again no not epilepsy diabetes’.

Rather than constantly think of themselves suffering anything, constantly think questionably/comparatively of different health problem’s names - including the one they have.
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